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advocate
the ideal campus:
to learn a lot,
to laugh a lot
By Carol Braun

New landscaping has begun outside Comstock Memorial Union

Utopia? dream on...
So You Want Utopia

By Karl Xavier

So you want Utopia and you think you know what it
means.
No dictionary can define its meaning.
No man can create what Utopia is.
So you want Utopia and nothing more?
Utopia is everything and nothing more.
There are no dreams because in Utopia, dreams are
true.
So you are hoping for Utopia?
Where is its location, how far away is it from here?
There's not a gas station road map with the answer.
So you wish all was taken care of
No problems would you have, all for the love of
Utopia.
Could you take care of all the "no problems?"
So you desire Utopia right now?
You have in the past, will you desire it for the
future?
As a small child, as a man, as a woman, have you
always wanted it?
So you've told your friends about Utopia, a place
you've never been.
It sounded so good!
In their minds, they wandered to that place, as you
spoke your lines.
So, you talk about Utopia and so do many other
people.
"It would sure be nice and I'll go if you will", many
say.
"All this talk of Utopia is useless", so I say.
So you want Utopia, that means you want me!
I am Utopia, I am the one you desire.
I can tell you, all of you are very far, far away.
I am Utopia; what you want, but you can't get.
Visions can become realities dreams are for
dreamers.
Utopia is all around you, but it is invisible today.
Stand alone, stand together, do only good.
Forget Utopia, forget me. No one has ever been
here,
}
And I'm sure Utopia will always remain this way; a
worldly dream.
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Painting a picture of an ideal
college campus, Dr. Roland
Dille, Moorhead State College
president began, "First of all,
everybody would be learning a
lot. We would finally have
agreement on what ought to be
learned and this agreement
would be shared by the faculty,
administration and students."
Photo by Dan Ruud

Hegranes dreams of
full Senate chambers
By Carol Braun
Perfection in the Student
Senate Chambers, according to
president Steve Hegranes (srMoorhead), would include a full
Senate with all seats filled, a
good race every quarter for
every position open and a good
turn-out for every election, But
most of all, it would mean
support for the Senate and
belief in the organization and
what it can be doing.
"There's no point in our being
up here if we're not supported,"
Hegranes said. "If we can get
that we can do just about
anything."
Another condition for Utopia,
Hegranes said, would be that
the Student Senate be
considered on an equal par with
the faculty and staff Senates
and given the responsibility that
goes with it. "It would be nice to
be able to really coordinate the
efforts of this body with the
other Senates and not have to
deal with things piecemeal."
Also, in a perfect situation,
Hegranes said, the Student
Senate would be able to show
the student body "that there are
really people up here, not just
organizations — that things are
really happening up here." And
Utopia would mean "being able
to support all things beneficial
to the college without having to
look at our check book" and
having faculty and student
members of college committees
enthusiastic enough to really
make the committee system
work, he said.
Some of the work that would
be accomplished by a Utopian
Senate, Hegranes said, would
include the completion of
faculty evaulations and course

It would be possible in this
ideal college, he said, for
students to go to college
regardless of family economic
situation and without going
deeply into debt. The faculty
would be "as qualified as it is
now", but would be trying new
and exciting kinds of instruction
all the time.
In addition, there would be a
great many things going on on
campus that students would
want to become involved in,
Dille said, and a large part of
their out-of-class time would be
taken up with that kind of
involvement. This involvement
would also contribute to the
learning process.
"We would be a campus with
somewhat less homogeneity
than we have," he said. "There
would be more minority
students and more students
from distant places both in the
United States and abroad.
Campus life would be conducive
to people of many different
kinds getting together and
learning to know each otter.
This would not be a place where
students try to duplicate their
hometown experiences with
hometown people, hut a place
that opens up their
experiences."

guides. He would also like to see
the Senate sponsor a seminar in
student government for high
school seniors and have the
Minnesota State College
Student Association (MSCSA)
become a. workable
organization.
"The seminar would be good
for the Senate because it would
keep it on its toes," Hegranes
said, "and it would be good
public relations for the college.
It might draw some kids into
"One great quality in a
this college who weren't aware community of that kind would
of what it had to offer."
be a lot of laughter," he
continued. However, the people
Of MSCSA he said, "There is in this ideal college would take
a lack of trust in MSCSA what they're doing seriously.
between the colleges. That "The laughter would come from
should be eliminated. Nobody a high awareness of self and
trusts anybody else enough to others."
talk about problems at the
presidents' meeting except for
Also, according to Dille, an
really pat problems.
ideal college would come to
terms with the aims of general
"We'll never reach this level studies and ways of achieving
of perfection," he said. "If you those aims. He added that
ever felt you reached it, you'd vocational education is also
stop growing and if you stop very important. People who
growing, you start stagnating graduate from Moorhead State
and dying."
College ought to be able to do
well in t h e jobs t h e y ' r e
However, he believes the prepared for. "I would like
Senate is on its way to attaining
education to be more rigorous
some of these Utopian goals. so people would learn more, but
The course guide may be, I would like it to be exciting," he
finished in time for summer said.
pre-registrattyn and if not,
certainly before fall quarter, he
Hie ideal enrollment for MSC
said. And faculty evaluation by would be five to six thousand
students is well on its way to
students — just a little larger
becoming a reality.
than it is now, Dille said. And
He said the image of the
Senate is also improving.
"We're getting more respect
from the students and have
good rapport with the other
components of the college.
People are starting to attend
Senate meetings and approach
the Senate with their needs,
during the budget hearings, for
instance."

there should be many more
ways for students, faculty and
administration to get to know
each other besides classrooms
and meetings.

"I would like to see a campus
where everyone would be
involved in something
creative," he added," — where
...Continued on Page 5
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MSC students intern at
detention center
By P. D. Knudson

Linda Rutherford (jr-Park
Rapids) is spending this quarter
working with kids who get into
trouble.
She finds them, 10-17-yearolds, at the Clay County
Regional Juvenile Detention
Center in Moorhead and she
devotes 25 hours a week to
them.
No, she is not a pious dogooder, not a self-righteous
social worker nor even a paid
employee of the Center; she is a
Moorhead State College student
on an internship.
For many students at MSC,
internships figure prominenly
in their educational goals.
Taken in either the junior or
senior years, they are a means
by which a student can gain the
practical experience and
applied knowledge that
hatches the number of
blushing, wide-eyed, idealistic
crusaders schools have so
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laboriously churned out in the
past.

D'Alouise of the Social Services child is living with one of
Department.
them," she continues.
"Many are from lower
The 'meat' of this paperwork income families and they
will be determined by her haven'thad responsibility — no,
e x p e r i e n c e s i n d a i l y or too few, restrictions placed
confrontations with the kids on them."
brought in: kids charged with
Linda also spends her time
truancy, incorrigibility (a
euphemism meaning 'set in bad counseling, attending individual
hearings and
habits'), running away, car c o u r t
theft, burglary and assault with transporting kids within the
Center's 15-county area.
a deadly weapoa

Linda receives 10 credits for
A tour of correction institutes
"When a kid is brought in, he
her efforts from the Social
Services Department while is assigned to one of us," at Sauk Center and Thistle Dew,
taking five more credits in Rutherford says. "FirstI talk to both in Minnesota, is tentatively
him, try to get to know his planned for this quarter.
classes on campus.
"This is only a part-time personality — just try to be a
What Paul Engebretson,
internship," she explains. "I friend."
assistant director, sees as a
plan to get a full-time one over
against
"They're frightened mostly. national sentiment
the summer, but I don't know
where yet."
We try to get them to talk about state welfare offices ("they're
Unsure exactly when she their friends, home life, how just like the ones you see in the
movies"), is the attitude
made up her mind to go into they feel about being .here."
reflected
by Linda.
this field ("... always wanted to
Some are "quite anti-social,"
be in it!") she suggests high she adds. They feel the world is
"I don't think I'd like working
school was the time
she against them. Yet, others can
for a social wel fare
definitely decided.
be very outgoing and friendly.
department," she says. "From
Her concrete assignments
the contact I've had with them,
during this internship consist of
"I've gotten to know some of
submitting behavior reports on the girls very well," she says, they're not doing a job that's
the juveniles' attitudes, six "but I don't know what their beneficial to the people.
written interviews with law reaction would be if I met them They've become a hand-out
agency, not serving the purpose
enforcement and correction on the street."
of helping people."
agency officers, weekly logs
and a summary of the program
"I find many of the kids are
The hardest thing about her
( h o w i t r u n s , p e r s o n a l from broken families — the
observations) to -Augustus parents are divorced and the work is keeping her "cool," She
says. "The kids just try to get
you mad.
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Premium Beer
. A t
The Mill Liquor Store
1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

Nightly 7:00-9:00
Sunday 1:00-3:00-5:00-7:00-9:00

Basic qualities required for
this type of work, she feels, are
patience, the desire to work
with kidsand sense of realism.

AL PACINO IS

SERPICO
Nightly 7:00-9:15
Sunday 2:30-4:45-7:00-9:15

F-M'S LUXURY THEATRES

"You have to be able to give
out discipline — not be too soft,
like mush. And yet, you must be
friendly and outgoing."

system, probation system —
you don't get that kind of depth
from a book."
Four other MSC students are
involved in the same program
at the Juvenile Detention
Center. They are Joan Nephew
(jr-Fertile), Loretta Dullea (soGeorgetown), Glenn Gifford
(so-Moorhead) and Dave
Haarstad (jr-Moorhead).
Dave, a Criminal Justice
major, cites his interest in this
internship: "I couldn't decide if
I wanted to go into law or police
work. So I decided on this,
because you get to see it all —
the court system, probation,
corrections."
Engebretson sums up the
Center's reaction to MSC
interns in one word:
"Fantastic."
He adds, "They seem to get
into the program — in a hurry.
They're interested, dedicated
and put in extra hours they
wouldn't have to put ia"
The Center has accepted
interns since its inception in
June, 1971. This summer two
interns, Katie Andrews (srPelican Rapids), a Recreation
major, and Mary Johnson (soKensington), a Psychology
major, will serve on the staff at
the Center.
Both the director and the
assistant director of th.e
Juvenile Detention Center are
graduates of MSC Valerie
Nelson, 1971, and Engebretson,
1973.

i

"You have to be realistic —
you're not going to change these
kids," she cites.

236 5252

What is the purpose then, if
not change?
"We want to show them
somebody does care and," she
emphasizes, "to make them
think — think about what may
happen to them if they don't
stop doing the things that get
them into places like this."
Even with the admitted lade i
of influence, Linda resolutely
prefers to work with,
adolescents.

Give
the gift
of love
A perfect Keepsake diamond
backed by our written guarantee
of perfect quality, fine white color
and correct modern cut. Come in
today to see our exciting collection
of Keepsake Diamond Rings.

R E G I S T E R E D A . D I A M O N D

THE EXORCIST

610 Main Ave.
Downtown Fargo
Park & Shop
Special College
Terms.

R I N G S

In Greece and Rome, it was
believed
that unless basil
plants were cursed when sown,
they would not grow.

Old Timers
Lager Beer

At
The Mill Liquor Store
1612 Main Ave. Moorhead
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"If it's hard to change them
when they're adolescents, it's
even harder to change them
when they're adults," she
asserts.
An occupational hazard
seems to be, at the end of the
day, "a lack of a sense of
accomplishment," she says. "I
think: 'Should I have been
harder ... should I have been
softer?"'
Anyway, Linda does not think
she is idealistic — "not any
more," she says. "I'm learning
how to handle kids more and
discipline them better."
Says Engebretson of the same
topic: "Some come in with an
idea that there's only one way to
deal with juvenile delinquency,
but they really don't know. Nor
hasthe teacher had any practical
experience who's teaching
them!"
"Actual experience is what's
really important The court

DOWNTOWN FARG< I
AND WEST ACRES

Farrand,
SCB Council wants boost in 3 fees
Melendy,
Miller, Popp,
Busch win

By P. D. Knudson

ARA Slater, the present food
vendor for Moorhead State
College, has been approved by
the Administrative Council to
supply six Minnesota state
colleges with meals.

Under this proposal for a
single contract for the entire
system, MSC students will be
paying an added $50 a year for
meals, according to President
Dille.

"I voted against this," Dille
said. "We didn't think we
needed it here. By the way, I
voted the way the Student
Senate asked me to vote on
that."
The student union fee was set
to be raised $5 a quarter for next
year. Dille moved to have it
reduced to $3, he said, and the
lower rate passed.

The council, which met last
Thursday, May 9, will pass
"As a result of inflation — I these recommendations on to
guess, everything's a result of the State College Board. The
inflation — rooms are going up recommendations will thai be
considered at their May 21
$55 per year," Dille added.
meeting in St. Paul.
Other
recommendations
President Dille expects the
made by the Council, made up
of college presidents, included B o a r d t o a p p r o v e t h e
an increase of $2 for the health recommendations saying, "I
have not known him
service fee.

(Chancellor G. Theodore
Mitau) to make decisions in
variance with the presidents."
But he left room for the effect of
student input on the Board.
"I have suggested that Steve
Hegranes be present at the
Board's meeting," Dille said.
Members of the MSCSA
(Minnesota State College
Student Association) and the
Student Senates will also attend
and express students' opinions.

When asked why the decision
to raise costs was being made so
late in the school year, Dille
replied that MSC finished
classes earlier than some of the
other state colleges adding that
the food contract business has
been underway for quite a while
and was a time-consuming
effort.
Moorhead, Winona, St. Cloud
and Mankato State Colleges all
contract presently with ARA
Slater out of Philadelphia State
College. Southwest had its own
dining service while Bemidji
State College contracted with
Ace General Foods out of
Wisconsin.

"It's hard to say what effect
student input will have on the
decisions," Dille said. The
Budget and Finance
Committee, a segment of the
Board, meets on tne morning of
{ The Red River Chapter of the^
May 21 and according to Dille,
National Organization for
"That would be the place they Women will hold its regular
(the recommendations) would
monthly meeting Sunday, May
be altered rather than at the 12 at 7:30 p.m. in the Unitarian
Board meeting."
1 Church, Fargo.
)

Bob Melendy (jr-Waterloo,
IA) was elected secretarytreasurer of the Student Senate
in a near record voter-turnout
May 14. The 601 voters gave 39
per cent of their vote to Mark
Engelstad (jr- Thief River
Falls) and 50 per cent to
Melendy.
Winners in races for other
Senate seats were Jerry Popp
(sr-Royalton), 344 votes; Randy
Miller (so-Mound), 282 votes;
Jean Farrand, (so-Sioux Falls,
SD), 232 votes, and Julie Busche
(fr-Litchfield) 225 votes.

Other contestants in the
racewere Deb Kostal (fr-Park
Rapids), 207 votes; Nancy
Bjorndal (jr-Sacred Heart), 199
votes; Carol Legrid (frJamestown, ND), 198 votes;
decision-making. One of the Bob Daniels (so-Raleigh, NC),
major goals of the new
190 votes, and Dave Drews (frAssociation is to work toward Warren), 184 votes.
achieveing uniform Affirmative
Action procedures at all State
Each of the new senators TTZI
Colleges.
take office next fall and serve

now state college faculty women organize
Three MSC faculty women
who are active in the local MSC
Women's Committee attended a
meeting April 27, 1974, during
which the Association of
Minnesota State College Women
was organized with input from
six of the seven State Colleges.

Kunstler
questions if
government
can cleanse
itself

that immediate and broadbased collective action was
necessary to cope with the
College System's new
Affirmative Action Program,
which went into effect April 15,
in response to the Governor's
Executive Order No. 76. That
new Affirmative Action
At this meeting in St. Cloud Program severely limits the
representative women faculty role of women and minority
from1 State Colleges decided faculty in Affirmative Action

Representing MSC were Janet
Paulson, Association Professor
of Chemistry, Margaret Moore,
Assistant Professor of Health,
Physical Education and
Recreation, and Anne Brunton,
Assistant Professor of
Anthropology.

until the end of the following
spring quarter.

The election of these four
senators bring the total number
on the Senate to 14. However,
Senator Bob Davison has said
he will not be returning next
year. With his absence, the
Senate will have two 2-quarter
vacancies and one 1-quarter
vacancy.

'73-74 work of campus
committees taking hold

Tie worst thing that can
happen from Watergate
according to William Kunstler
is that people start to think the
system works, that the
government can cleanse itself.
Speaking as part of a 2-day
Indian workshop, Kunstler, a
defense lawyer for the Wounded
Knee Trial in St. Paul,
compared the current trial to
other conspiracy and political
trials.

With the end of the 1973-74
academic year drawing near,
the fruit of committee action
over the past year is beginning
to ripen.

Other items CC&I have
undertaken this year are
approval of a Women's Studies
Minor proposal and a new
policy of computing cumulative
GPA's.

+++++
Approximately $6,500 was
returned to about 1,500 people
The Teacher Education
who submitted bookstore
dividend requests, according to Committee has been hearing
Wilbert Harri, Bookstore Board reports on the Pilot Program in
Secondary Education,
chairman.
scheduled to begin next winter
The Board decided that quarter.
bookstore dividends this spring
Under the proposed program,
would be figured on the basis of
secondary education students
4 per cent.
would be able to complete
Dividend checks will be
professional education
distributed late this week or
requirements as well as student
early next week.
teaching in two quarters.
+++++

Kunstler, who became well
known during the Chicago
Seven Trial, accuses the courts
of being perverted by the
government. He calls them
assassins of political
movements and enemies of the
people.
The 1890 slaughter of women
and children at Wonded Knee
had an interesting parallel1 at
Mai Lai, according to Kunstler.

In .order to cover postage
costs necessary for maintaining
communication among women
at the State Colleges, a $1
membership contribution is
being solicited. Interested
persons may contact temporary
Chairperson, Jessie Harper,
Department of Sociology, St.
Cloud State College, or their
local representatives, for
additional information.

William Kunstler

the government. AIM members
Russell Means, a defendent in don't want anything to do with
the Wounded Knee Trial and a it.
leader of the American Indian
Traditional Indian
Movement (AIM), spoke of
Indian philosophy and how it p h i l o s o p h y , a c c o r d i n g t o
relates to political activism Means, is that all things come
from Mother Earth. Speaking of
among Indians today.
the energy crisis he continues,
He reassures America that "Only the white man rapes his
AIM Is not trying to overthrow mother. Where ever the white

Photo by Bruce Crummy

man goes mother earth cries
out in pain."
"The Indian had no zoos,
prisons, ghettos or welfare
before the white man came," he
said. "We knew the Earth was
round. We didn't have to serda
fool who got half a world off
course to find out. Everything
that is sacred to the Indian is
round."
*"

Dr. Judith Strong, chairman
of CC&I (Council on Curriculum
and Instruction), cited
curriculum review as the
committee's major project this
year.
Two subcommittees have met
with every department,
through-out spring quarter,
attempting to weed out course
duplications and courses that
have not been offered for a long
time.

Persons associated with the
pilot program are currently
recruiting students and
informing the college
community about the program.
+++++
The Calendar Committee,
with the help of SPURS,
distributed a questionnaire to
students during registration
that polled their opinions on
academic calendar options.
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editorial
By Steve Webber
"United we stand, divitfed we fall". It does sound rather
trite does it not. It is very difficult to be philosophical in this To the Editor:
last week's issue, but if there is anything that should be left Man has tried for thousands of years to
create Utopia, and he will try for thousands of
to those who will be returning next year, it is just that.
more years if God allows him to continue.
However,
not until a man has peace with God,
It has been four years now since I walked through the
within himself, can he live at peace with man
brick gates of Moorhead State College, and it is has been outside himself. Jesus promised Utopia in his
infrequent indeed when the student body as a whole has words from John 10:10, "I camethat they
rallied to the side of any single cause.
might have life, and might have it
abundantly" (that life might be full and
Students, faculty and administrators alike have only been meaningful). Only if you accept His abundant
concerned with their little circle of activity. Because every life will utopia become a reality for you.
group on this campus is so diversewithinitself it is literally
Sincerely,
impossible for even one group to coordinate activity above
FELLOWSHIP OF
and beyond their duty.
CHRISTIAN
ATHLETES
From the annals of the revolution came the quote, "I am
not only a Virginian, but I am also an American." On that
note I submit that I am not only a Mass Communications To the Editor:
major or editor, but I am a student — an MSC student and
I have just received a letter from Tom
soon to be alumni.
Clark, Student Senate president at Moorhead
State College during the1970-71 school year. A
If there is to be any pride in one's alma mater, the portion of the letter may be of interest to
students at MSC must gel to become the political and readers o f the Advocate and is reproduced
intellectual force they have the potential to be.
below.
In speaking o f pride, the key word is affiliation. That is
aihliation not only with a specific major or student activity,
but with a student body and the college Bit|supports.

D. A. SCOTT
Dept. of Speech

To the Editor:
I learned through my years of athletic
competition just how great it is to be on the
winning side. The self-satisfaction and the
glory were great and I really thought that this
was where it was at, however, the satisfaction
faded and the glory always ended, leaving an
empty feeling. It finally came to a point
where I realized that the things of this world
are temporary and always must come to an
end.
Then I read some Christian literature that
showed how the Bible predicted" that our
world as we know it could end very soon,
according to events we read of in the
newspaper every day. I then realized that if I
gained the whole world and bathed myself in
pleasure, but in so doing lost my own soul, I
would have gained nothing.
Now I'm not only on the winning team but in
the winning family, because I have given my
life to Jesus Christ (To all who receive Him
He gave power to become children of God;
John 1:12). If any of you have children, you
can image what it means to be His child.
I sometimes didn't understand why my
coaches made me go through certain drills,
but I know n9w that they were always for my
own good, by the same token, now I can thank
God even for difficulties because he assures
me that all things will work for good for me if
I love Him (Rom. 8:28).I have never been
happier and more at peace and the same can
be true for you, too. If you want to find out
mor e about my Utopia, ask me or any other
Christian you know of and they will share it
with you.

"I read with distress the proposed
Moorhead State College is not a Harvard, Yale, or budgetary allocations set down by the budget
Cornell; but it is not such, only because the people who committee at Moorhead State. Particularly
upsetting was the large cut experienced by
attend MSC do not see it in that light.
EOMS. A good bit of my executive time was
spent defending the gullibility of (deleted),
Moorhead State can be viewed as one of the big colleges if the bogus check passing of (deleted), the
you believe in yourself as a member of the student body of sexual preferences of (deleted) and the most
America. It is the label that makes MSC something you can visible and ostensibly most aggravating (to
have pride in.
local racists) aspects of Black cultureshowy clothes and a defensive arrogance. At
Maybe it has been said too many times already, but the times I put my political balls in the vise
Sincerely,
fact still remains, college life is only as good as you make it. trying to placate a campus that
TIMRUBIS
You as a student, faculty member or administrator cannot overwhelmingly disliked that unpopular
carry the load alone. You must work together to make the program. My motives at times were selfrighteous and even masochistic. But
atmosphere at MSC one that all can be proud of.
throughout I believed in a simple premisethat white, rural, provincial persons, like
myself, needed exposure to as many aspects
of human experience that a college could Steve Webber
Editc
afford. I have never forsaken that belief. To Janis Fredrickson
Associate Editc
Business & Advertising Manage
the contrary, with the fiscal constraints Webb White
Tollefson
Photo Editc
placed upon college students due to energy Tom
Phil Hilker
Arts Editc
costs and travel limitations, I have been Bruce Hanson
Sports Editc
reinforced in my belief of its necessity. Ron Wood
Advertising Sta
Granted, the new Student Senate probably MSC Circle K
Circulatio
Moe, Jean Hedlund,
more honestly reflects the basic attitudes of Candace
Janet Carlson
Copy Desk
its constitutents but that does not make them Linda Peterson, Colleen Putnam,
right in any greater degree than was the Gwen Kidman
Secretaries
Senate I served with. There can be little doubt Tom Lundquist
Publisher
that Future Shock is now. The fear of freedom'
Writers & Photographers: Zoe Ames, Jeff Baenen, Donna Bart, Lynne
and of expansion of experience appears Dave Benning, Ajjstaire Blackwell, Carol Braun, Richard Clerke, G
throughout our society..."
Cossette, Bruce Crummy, Jean Farrand, Corinne Iversen, P. D. Knu

advocate

So you like to write!

TOM CLARK,
Student Senate President
' 1970-71
Chicago, IL

Have you ever thought about becoming a
reporter for The Advocate?
If not, consider these advantages:
1. You receive practical writing experience,
(experience that can't be found in books).
2. You may be paid each quarter.
3. You may earn up to 6 credits. (2 per quarter)
4. You meet many new people.
5. You're always on top of campus events.
If you think you would like to give reporting a
try ... stop in and see us. We're located in room
121 CMU (across from the Games Room). Or call
Steve Webber at 236-2551.
If you like to write — The Advocate may be
right for you.
mtmmm

LeAnn Kuntz, Jeff Liss, Tony Martinez, Bruce Miller, Pam Robinson
Ruud, Cal Singleton, Kim Snyder, Jim Thielman, Hal Valline, H
Weatherly ill, and Mary Ann Young.

ADVOCATE
The Moorhead State College Advocate is published weekly by Moorhe,
State College, Moorhead, Minn., during the academic year, except durii
quarter breaks and vacation periods. Opinions expressed herein are n
necessarily those of the college administration, faculty or student bod
Advocate editorials express the opinions of this newspaper's editor, unle
they are signed as being written by another person.
Editorial offices are located on the ground floor, northside, Comstc
Memorial Student Union. Phone numbers are 236-2551 and 2551. T
Advocate is prepared for publication by the Lakes Publishing Co. of Detr
Lakes, MN., and printed in Hawley, MN.
Before it can be considered for publication, any story or feature mater
turned into Tfie Advocate must be: (1) typewritten on one side of paper on
(b) with typewritten lines 65 spaces wide and (c) double-spaced betwe
lines.
Both an original and a carbon copy must be turned in. Noon the Mond
before is the deadline for material to be published Thursday of that wet
with the exception of want ads and display ads which will be accepted later
the discretion of the editor.
Letters to the editor are encouraged. They must be submitted typed, in
accordance with the instructions above and cannot be over one and a half
pages long. They must be signed by their author. The Advocate reserves the
right to edit letters for length, without destroying the writer's major"thesis,
and to correct obvious spel ling, style and grammatical errors.
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• survey shows 90% polled believe in God
As many people know, there has been a Collegiate Religious
Question: In your opinion, how does one become a Christian?
Survey taken of students on the Moorhead State Campus during the
Believe in Jesus as
Live a good
school year, for the purpose of obtaining the general religious Answer a personal savior
Believe The Bible
Life
theme of the campus and to compare the freshmen with the upperff
30
21
12
classmen on their views. Here are the results of questions included
29
fu
24
6
in the survey. 480 students were surveyed. The results are in the
23
mf
11
8
following code:
16
mu
6
2
ff-freshmen females
98
62
28
fu-upperclassmen female
mf-freshmen males
Question (cont.)
Hold personal Believe in God
mu-male upperclassmen
Understand and follow convictions
teachings of Christ
Question: If asked your philosophy of life, would your answer be
ff
20
12
37
fu
13
10
29
Vague
Answer:
Definite
None?
mf
18
2
15
ff
55
%
5
mu
5
5
11
fu
68
76
3
56
29
92
mf
39
60
8
mu
26
36
3
Question (cont.)Baptism Join Church or see minister Pray
188
268
19
ff
4
11
fu
3
Question: Does your philosophy of life, include a solution for the
mf
15
1
basic problem of man?
mu
1
5
1
Answer:
5
Yes
No
34
2
ff
57
102
Don't Know
fu
Other
71
77 Question (cont.) Born one
mf
ff
30
5
72
4
8
mu
fu
28
7
36
11
15
mf
2
2
4
186
287
mu
1
2
8
Question: Do you believe in a God who is both infinite and
15
19
35
personal?
Question: If you could know God personally, would you be
Answer:
Yes
1 interested?
No
ff
155
7
3
No
Unsure
Yes
fu
130
13
3 Answer
mf
ff
95
166
8
5
3
1
mu
fu
131
52
7
10
3
5
mf
92
2
8
432
38
10
a
mu
56
3
6
Question: Who, in your opinion, is Jesus Christ
445
17
22
Answer:
ff
fu
mf
mu

Man

125
100
82
41
348

12
22
13
13
60

Myth
2
6
2
1
11

Other Don't Know
6
10
20
4
4
4
5
34
19

-1-differences in totals are due to multiple answers and no
comments.
CONCLUSION: Out of 480 students, approximately 55-60 per cent
have no philosophy of life. About 60 per cent have no solution to the
basic problem of man. 90 per cent believe in an infinite and
personal God. About 73 per cent believe Jesus is God. About 20 per
cent believe a Christian is someone who has a personal relationship
with Jesus Christ, as personal Savior. Over 92 per cent expressed a
desire to know God personally.

ideal campus
(from P.l)
everyone would sing, paint or
fix an automobile
engine.
Something in the nature of a
hobby that would give one a
sense of continuing
achievement.
According to Dille, it would be
possible to reach this level of
perfection. However, to do it,
the college would need to find
the salaries to allow faculty
members to spend more time
i on; the campus without having
to moonlight or worry, and the
same for students.
"We're talking about
economics," he said. "These
things are possible, but would
require somewhat of a re
ordering of national priorities."
Faculty members would need to
have fewer students than they
do now, so they would have time
to think about other things
beyond the basic requirements
of the "job".
"We still need to find out how
to get everyone to contribute
ideas. We don't have the kinds
of discussions that we need to
have. This is not a condition for
improvement that depends on
anybody else besides
ourselves," Dille said.
"Utopian people generally
tend to be short of ways of
getting there," he continued.
"We have many more ideas
about the ends of education than
the process. However, the
Utopian thinker has always
been valuable. If he can
convince us of the value of the
end, we might expend thf
energy to find the process to get
us there.
"All Utopias deal with what is
not," he concluded, "but a good
Utopia deals with what can be —
a sense of our potentialities."

former Dragon
now governor's
aide, to talk

Can you spot a
missppelled word?
If you can and would like to work on The
Advocate's Copy desk next year, stop in and tell
us. We're looking for people who can find and
correct misspelled words, errors in punctuation
and improper word useage. Besides being
interesting and a lot of fun, the job also offers you
these extra benefits:
1. You may be paid.
2. You can receive up to 6 credits (2 per
quarter).
3. You gain invaluable experience.
Interested? Then sharpen your pencil and
bring your eraser to Room 121 CMU. Or call Jan
Fredrickson at 236-2551.

.axme I--

You've chosen
each other
So now's the time
to choose your perfect
Keepsake diamond ....
permanently registered and
protected against loss.

L

Madsen's Jewelry
Across From The Lark Theater
"The Oldest Keepsake Dealer In Town"
235-9291

Duane Scribner, specia
assistant to Gov. Wendel
Anderson and Keynote speake
at Moorhead State College'
1974 Commencement, May 2i
says he has always considere
MSC to be his home.
A 1953 graduate of MSC
Scribner hopes to drav
parallels between that era an(
1974.
Scribner went to work for the
Moorhead Daily News after
graduation. Later he worked for
the Red River Scene and the
Worthington Daily Globe. He
taught school at Henning and
Mounds View before returning
to MSC as an instructor of
English from 1965-65.
He taught at the University of
Minnesota for two years before
becoming administrative
assistant to Sen. Walter
Mondale (D-MN) in 1967.
Two years later he returned
to the University to become
director of University relations
and executive assistant to
President Moos.

Miller (so-Belcourt, ND).
Lost through graduation will
be: Steve Webber of Brunsville,
editor; Webb White of Fargo,
a d v e r t i s i n g a n d business
manager; Tom Tollefson of
Dilworth, photo chief; Carol
Braun of Brooklyn Center,
reporter, and Jeff Liss of St.
Louis Park, photographer.
Webber, who has served the
Advocate as a sports writer,
sports editor, photographer,
general assignment writer,
copy desk chief, associate
e d i t o r a n d e d i t o r , now
completes the longest term
served aseditor of the Advocate
— one and one half years.
White, who is the only
remaining original Advocate
staff member, is responsible for
the financial foundation the
Advocate has had these past
three years. In closing, White
said, "These last few years with
the newspaper have been a real
high time."
Webber's final comment was,
"I have enjoyed every minute
with the Advocate and I only
wish I did not have to leave."

Jan Fredrickson
succeeds as
Advocate editor
Finishing its third year of
successful publication, the
Advocate will be saying goodbye
to five mainstay staffers ana
welcoming three new members
to the managerial staff of the
newspaper.
Selected as editor was Jan
Fredrickson
(jr-Hopkins).
Fredrickson served as copy
desk chief this last year and is
now terminating her second full
year of work with the Advocate.
Assisting Fredrickson will be

ARA Slater to
have 21-meal plan
This is the cost next year's
meal plan will probably be:
next year at MS $386.89
per year, averaging out
By Pam Robinson

At a recent meeting of the
Minnesota State College Task
Force it was decided that Slater
(ARA) would be given contracts
with all of the Minnesota State
Colleges.
Ibis was something which
surprised Dick Hesby (srRochester) and most of the
other representatives attending
the meeting.
Hesby was not surprised that
ARA was given contracts, but it
was remarkable that all of the
colleges wanted the same
company and the same mealplan.
Next y e a r ' s m e a l plan
includes only one choice — a 21meal plan.
Although this may seem like a
waste of money for those
students who do not eat at Kise
on weekends, it is much
cheaper, even for them, in the
long run.
One of die reasons Hesby
gave for returning to Slater
was, "they offered to employ
more student help than any of
the ether services did. ARA has
work for 1170 student hours per
week compared to Catering
Management, for example, who
only use 300 student hours per
week."
A few additions in next year's
meal plan include: 1)
Continuous service. Hie gap
between lunch and dinner will
be filled. 2) Breakfast meat will
be served three times during
the week and once on weekends.
Under the present system, meat
is served two mornings during
t h e week and twice on
weekends. 3) Soft ice cream for
lunch and dinner. ARA will
provide the ice cream
dispenser.
Another new feature in the
program, unlimited seconds,
including meats and desserts.
For this, there will be an
additional 3 per cent added to
the student's bill.

Basic
Meal
Plans

Phil Hilker (jr-Minnetonka),
this year's arts editor, moving
to associate editor; Bruce
Hanson (jr-Lake City),
returning sports editor ; Colleen
Putnam (jr-Granite Falls),
business manager; Ron Wood
(so-Rochester), advertising
manager, and David Benning
(so-Moorhead), photochief.
Replacing Hilker as leaders
of the Advocate Arts Section
will be two of the department's
top writers. Serving as coeditors will be Jeff Baenen (soJamestown, ND) and Bruce R.

INTERSTATE
4-4-PFM + + 4-United

4-ARA

SAGA

CMI

21 meals

416.12
1.8412

479.12
2.12

429.40
1.90

440.
1.947

503.53
2.26

15 meals

389.74
2.3478

415.00
2.50

373.50
2.25

388.00
2.337

419.98
2.53

Compare that with the costs if 14 meals
options, were provided and
notice the price difference
10 meals
between companies:

394.36
1.7450

461.04
2.04

384.20
1.70

380.00
1.681

.469.40
2.07

352.79
2.1252

398.00
2.40

332.00
2.00

355.00
2.139

358.89
2.16

to $1.71 per day, or 57c per meal.

•

+Add 3 per cent for Unlimited Seconds (all foods & beverages)
++Add 4.85 per cent for Seconds on Entrees
+4-+ Add 10 per cent for Unlimited Seconds (all foods and beverages)

Hegranes chosen new veep of MSCSA
year. He was elected student
body president of Moorhead in
Steve Hegranes, twenty-five, winter '73 for a one year term.
a junior at Moorhead State At Moorhead, Hegranes also
College, was elected
s e r v e s on t h e f r e s h m a n
unanimously for the position of
orientation committee and is
vice-president of the Minnesota
the president of the local
State College Student
Association (MSCSA),
Saturday, May 11. Hegranes is a
major in student personnelsociology.
By Corinne Iversen

chapter of Sigma Tau Gamma.
Hegranes has been an alternate
delegate to MSCSA since his
involvement in the association.
Friedley has been active in
student government for three
years He has held the position of

treasurer for the MSCSA for the
past year. At Southwest, he was
vice-president for public
relations, and has been a
member of the all college
senate.

decrease in available work study $

Hegranes expressed hope and
enthusiasm for the future of the
MSCSA. "MSCSA has a lot of
potential. I hope to help put that
potential to use."
Hegranes1 will be working
with Tarrel Friedley. Friedley,
twenty, a junior at Southwest
State College, Marshall Minn.,
majoring in psychology, was
elected president of the MSCSA,
defeating Corrinne Iverson, a
junior at Moorhead State
N
College.
After the election, Friedley
commented on his hopes for
next year. "I'm looking forward
to a year of great change and
progress in students and their
awareness and involvement."
Friedley later added, "The
year ahead should be as
interesting, as exciting and
diverse as the many people
involved in this organization."
Hegranes has been active in
student government for one

to put a bind on library hours
A decrease in available workstudy money will force the
college library to cut back the
number of hours it is open next
year, according to Bernard Gill,
head librarian. Under the
t e n t a t i v e l i b r a r y budget
allocation, the library will have
only 26,388 hours of student
work-study help next year
compared to about 31,000 hours
this year.

Gill is unsure what changes
will be made in the library
hours, but said closing at 10:30
p.m. instead of midnight is a
d i s t i n c t p o s s i b i l i t y . He
explained there is usually a
"mass exodus" between 9:45
and 10:30, with few people left in
the library until midnight,
which would make 10:30 a
reasonable ^time to cut back.
However, closing at 10:30 would
only save 1,000 hours of workEach college receives a study help per year.
certain amount of money for
work-study help from the state.
"We'd like to be able to have
The actual amount is based on the library open more hours
student enrollment. E a c h instead of less," he said, "but
college must then divide the how do you do it?" In 1969,
money among its departments. during MSC's enrollment peak,
Due to declining enrollment, the the library was open from 2
Moorhead State College work- p.m. to midnight on Sundays.
study budget for next year will "But how do you keep buying
be down 11 per cent from this the same help in 1974 as in 1969,
year.
when the amount of money is

smaller and the hourly rate of
pay has increased?" he said.
Work-study students now earn
$1.80 per hour.
The proposed library budget
tor next year was set by the
college's Council on Business
Affairs and is unlikely to be
raised again, Gill said. He
explained that the Council has
already dipped into its
contingency fund to recommend
as much money for the library
as it did.
Gill is also examining other
methods of conserving workstudy hours such as filling in
with regular library employees,
but this is difficult to do, since
there is also a shortage of fulltime employees and they are
very busy with other work.

SS plans work on
Guide in summer
Work on the Guide, the
Student Senate course
evaluation plan, will receive
most of the Senate's summer
attention, according to Senate
President Steve Hegranes (jrMoorhead). He said hopefully
through the efforts of Senator
Wayne Struble (fr-Fargo) and
Vice-president Peter Tin (soHong Kong), the evaluations
will be completed and available
for 100 and 200-level courses by
next fall.
Hegranes also said work on
the Tri-College co-op will
continue. Jean Farrand (soSioux Falls, SD) Doug Stein,
NDSU, and Terry Withhoff,
Concordia, will work out of the
NDSU Student Senate office to
expand and improve the Co-op.
During the Minnesota State
College Students Association
(MSCSA) Convention last
weekend, Hegranes was elected
vice-president of the group. His
election came after MSC
student Walt Eisner (soLuverne) withdrew from the
race.
It was also announced during

the MSCSA Convention the
Administrative Council of the
State College Board had
recommended a $2 increase in
Health Service fees among
other increases. Hegranes
states that St. Cloud State
College proposed a plan where,
if the increase in fees is not
needed and any of the areas on
the campus, the excess money
would go to a specific
committee. The committee, in
turn would allow the specific
group, such as the Health
Colter, to have its share of the
money, but the remainder of the
money would be channeled into
other avenues on the campus.

ON
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State selective service chief
'ssues reminder on registration
ST. PAUL — "Even during
summer vacation, young men
must still register when they
become 18," points out State
Selective Service Director
Robert P. Knight. "No one is
being drafted, but the
requirement to register is still a
legal responsibility under
federal law."

days after their 18th birthday. It
can be accomplished in any one
of several locations. And it
takes only a few minutes,
requiring die filling out of only
one form.

Selective Service Area Office.

Every male must register
even if he is a member of the
National Guard or Reserve. But
no one is being drafted—
military forces are now being
Selective Service Registrars maintained on an all-volunteer
are located in many high basis.
schools, courthouses, post
"Hie reason for continuing
offices, and all National Guard
Registration must be Armories. If you have any registration," explains Knight,
accomplished, by males, q u e s t i o n c o n c e r n i n g "is to maintain an accurate
between 30 days before and 30 registration contact any inventory of total national
manpower."

TARGET BTERY
TIME

Dr. Harlan Geiger
Dr. J a m e s
McAndrew
OPTOMETRISTS
CONTACT LENSES
5151st Ave. N.
Ph: 235-1292

The perfect
answer.
DIAMOND
RINGS

Students

to work in anti-poverty
projects1974-75 as UYA volunteers

. Receive one year of experience-based education
. Make normal progress toward your degree
. Earn $195 a month plus $50/month stipend
. Get free medical care
. Experience new life styles and learn from the
. Indian community in which you work

university year for
• Registered
•Insured
Choose with confidence

It's the
real thing.
Coke.

NEUBARTH'S
LOCATED IN
THEMOORHEAD
CENTER MALL

call MS 236-2131i'NDSU 237-8896
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arts
MSC actress, Kris Rudrud, takes off
for DC to take on Shakespeare contest
By Phil Hilker

compete in the national finals of
the NSAL contest.

Kristin Rudrud (fr-Fargo)
has only acted in two plays here
at Moorhead State College.
Tomorrow she is leaving for
Washington, DC, to compete in
a Shakespearean acting
contest.

Kris Rudrud contemplates while practicing for the Shakespearean acting
finals. Photo by Dana Anderson.

For the contest, Rudrud must
perform one of two
Shakespearean selections, both
pre-chosen by the NSAL people.
In addition, she is required to
perform a selection of her own.
Rudrud will play Beatrice in an
excerpt from Shakespeare's
Conduced by the National "Much Ado About Nothing" and
Society of Arts and Letters perform the final soliloquy from
(NSAL), the contest is open to "Anne of the Thousand Days,"
anyone in college, both men and in which she starred this fall at
women. Rudrud the only MSC.
entrant from MSC, succeeded at
a regional contest in Park
While in Washington, Rudrud,
Rapids, MN, and will now a l o n g w i t h t h e o t h e r

good tunes and goodbye

the good, bad and ugly of rock 'n' roll
By Kurt Hegland

for the top 40 kids and is the
There are two ideals to follow worst garbage one would want
when listening to "good" music. to subject themselves to.
One ideal is perceived through
the ears of the AM top 40,
The goodies: 1. Tubuler Bells
bubblegum, garbage rock, only by Mike Oldfield; 2. Court and
in it for the bucks and groupies Spark by Joni Mitchell; 3.
type. The other is through the Innervisions by Stevie Wonder;
mind of the conscientious music 4. Tales From Topographic
connoisseur.
Oceans by Yes; S.Todd by Todd
Here are two lists. Hie first is Rundgren; 6. Berlin by Lou
ten lps that reflect my opinion Reed; 7. Goodbye Yellow Brick
and represent the best of the Road by Elton John; 8. Brain
past nine months. The other is Salad Surgery by Emerson,

Lak$ and Palmer; 9. For
Everyman by Jackson Browne;
10. A New Life by The Marshall
Tucker Band;
Now the reekers; 1. Mott by
Mott the Hoople; 2. The Hoople
by Mott the Hoople; 3. Sabbath,
Bloody Sabbath by Black
Sabbath; 4. Tyranny and
Mutation by Blue Oyster Cult;
5. We're an American Band by
Grand Funk; 6. Jack the Toad
by Savoy Brown; 7. Seasons in

(

music

V

^

—J

contestants, will visit the Folger
Shakespeare Library. They will
then see a production of
Shakespeare's "Loves Labours
Lost," after which they will
meet the actors.
The following morning all the
contestants will go to a theatre
and perform their selections.
That evening a dinner will be
held at the Iranian Embassy at
which the contest winners will
be announced. The winners will
then be asked to perform one
final Shakespearean selection
for those attending the dinner.
"If I win," said Rudrud, "I'm
going to do the epilogue from
'As You Like It."'
Rudrud spoke affectionately
of the NSAL members, all
elderly citizens (Mice involved in
the arts.
*

the Sun by Terry Jacks; 8. High
"They're just the greatest
on the Hog by Black Oak
Arkansas; 9. Morraccan Roll by people," said Rudrud. "They've
Les Variations; 10. Suzi Quatro beenwii ting to me and sending
me spending money."
by Suzi Quatro.
If anyone feels their musical
intelligence is insulted, try a
little Peter Frampton, Boz
Scaggs, Sons of Champlin and
Melissa Manchester and come
next fall, you will have a well
tempered ear. Love and lots of
luck.

All Rudrud could say about
the contest and going to
Washington was, "I'm scared to
death."
After seeing her in "Anne of
the Thousand Days," I would
say that she has no reason to be.

juror praises student art for
making viewers stop and think
By Sally Hornbacher

"Current Work", an
exhibition of student art by MSC
students selected by juror Cork
Marcheschi, Minneapolis
Kinetic artist and electronic
musician, will continue in the
Center for the Arts Gallery
through May 19.
Marcheschi, a California
native, currently teaching at
the Minneappolis College of Art
and Design, selected the show
by a process of addition, rather
than one of subtraction. Seventy
works were chosen from 257
entries. The juror stated that he

sought out "tough work" —
work that stopped the viewer's
mind and made him reflect on
the artist's work." He stressed
that his intention in making the
awards was not simply for the
work that was being juried, but
to encourage the potential of
these artists in their work —
work that he hoped would be
done in the next ten years.

Installation", a painting and
third place to Lester Olson for
"Homeostasis", a computer
print.
The SUPB Purchase Award
was awarded among four
artists whose work will be hung
in the CMU. First award went to
David Thompson for
"Manhatten to Mesa Verde:
Motel Shot"; second award to
Vicki Johnston for "Party
The first place award went to Dress," a fibre work; third
Lee Sandberg for his painting, award to Sheila Bahl for her
"Prairie Sky Sign I"; second print "Green Things" and the
place to Dennis Terhark for fourth award to Mark Trelstad
"Gate to U.S. Government for a wash drawing "Double
Cheeseburger."

\

this week
J
May 16 — Varsity Choir Concert, Weld Auditorium, 8:15
p.m., free.
May 16-19 — Current Work, Student Art Show, CA
Gallery.
May 16-17 — One Act Plays, Student directed, and acted.
CA 2nd Stage, 7:30 p.m., free.

Honorable Mention was
awarded to Pam Bosch for her
large ceramic pot and to Linda
Solien for "A Lady and Her
Painting," a photograph.
While Marcheschi sought
originality, he stressed that as fl|
students, artists should feel free
to borrow from art history. In
fact, he believes a thorough
knowledge of art history is
essential.

m
jg|
Lee Sandberg won the first place award at this year's student art show with
his painting "Prairie Sky Sign I." Photo by Hal Velline
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five areas of the arts suppose 'everything is perfect'
By Phil Hilker

Utopia. Is it a place? A time?
A state of mind? Five people,
concerned with the arts in some
way here at Moorhead State
College, tell what the perfect
state would be for them and
their programs.

theatre
Dr. Delmar J. Hansen,
Chairman of Speech-Theatre
Department, thinks of a Utopian
situation as "a very exciting
way to train theatre students."
"College should be so
structured," he continues, "that
theatre students could take
their general studies classes all
in the morning. Then, every
afternoon at one or two, they
would come over here and
break into groups so that every
student, every day, had at least
an hour of voice, an hour of
m o v e m e n t , a n h o u r of
character analysis and
dramatic literature and an hour
of production work."
#"Then," he says, "the
evenings would be used for
rehearsal and performance of
scenes and plays."
Dr. Hansen explains that a
theatre student's first two years
of college would be spent in the
"exploring of himself as an
artistic medium."
"Later they would learn
styles of acting," says Dr.
Hansen about the remaining
college years. "After a certain

point, an amount of individual
voice work would be
necessary," he goes on.
Concerning a staff, Dr.
Hansen says, "We would have a
voice specialist, movement
specialist, somebody with depth
in dramatic literature and a
director who could teach the
historical milieu out of which a
play comes."
Financially, Dr. Hansen feels
that there should be "enough
money to allow us the luxury of
failure in the training process —
so we could explore styles and
types of plays," he says.
"This system," he continues,
"would then allow you to study
them with depth and
understanding."
Dr. Hansen's ideal theatre
program would become more of
a conservatory for theatre
where he "would train for the
classics. "Out of those," he goes
on, "you can do any sort of play.
If a person can do Shakespeare,
then he can do Arthur Miller."
"That's always been my
Utopia," he concludes, "and I
think that it would be my way to
train artists." "But," he adds,
"you would have to, in effect,
take the entire place and turn it
upside-down."

film
Ted Larson, instructor of
speech and coordinator of the

campus film program says, "If
things were really right, in
terms of film projects, we as a
faculty and SUPB, would find a
way for students to be
audiences in large numbers to
films unknown."
"If things are working right,"
Larson continues, "all the
things you are doing become
synergistic experiences.
Everything works for
everything else's benefit."

r,

Utopia in a word
theatre: restructuring

film: good films
Series: money
readers theatre:
own theatre
KMSC: FM
The faults that Larson sees
now are that "wearen't offering
the widest possible scope of film
viewing." He also wishes that
"the classes weren't so big."
"The whole idea of showing
pictures," he goes on, "is that
you should do it to a wide
audience. But having big
classes cuts down on the ability
to be effective."

"If things were working
perfectly," concludes Larson,
"we wouldn't ever program a
bad film. But you can only go so
far when you have a cast of
thousands."

Series for the
Performing Arts
Utopia is not far away for the
Series for the Performing Arts.
According to Dr. Robert
Pattengale, assistant professor
of Music and new director of the
Series, "this year's Series was
more than a success. The future
for the Series looks very
promising."
While the Utah Repertory
Dance Company will not be
returning, other modern dance
companies are being considered
for next year. Contemporary
music groups are already
scheduled, as well as
Shakespearean festival, as
proposed by the late series
director, Dr. Gerald Ippoloito.
T h e o n l y problem? D r .
Pattengale foresees is that of
funding, which seems to be a
continuing thorn in the side of
campus arts activities.

"Considering the scope of
Readers Theatre on this
campus, free and open, " he
says, "I think it functions well."
If he could make any changes
in order to bring about the
perfect state of the Readers
Theatre, Kelly says, "It would
be different now in that it would
be in its own theatre — a theatre
that isn't also used as a
classroom."
Otherwise, Kelly's only words
about the Readers Theatre are,
"It works."

KMSC
As far as Radio Station KMSC
goes, Program Director Karl
Xavier says, "Utopia would be
going 100,000 watt, 24 hours,
FM, with the same type of
progressive m u s i c f o r m a t ,
s a l a r i e s and-or c r e d i t f o r
everybody, more, new
equipment, wall-to-wall-to-wallto-wall carpeting and an
unlimited record source."

readers theatre

Working close-to-perfectly for
KMSC now is the fact that they
are '.'an exclusive audience to
students only" and that they are
"student-owned and operated"
which gives them "complete
control."

Michael Kelly, instructor of
speech, is "pretty happy with
how the Readers Theatre
functions in the department and
on campus."

"We want our FM station on
t h e t o p of N e u m a i e r , "
concludes Xavier, "or in the top
lounge in Nelson. That would be
the perfect place."

ideal movie according to Oscar;total box office receipts
By Bruce R. Miller

For as long as men and
women have recorded stories on
film there have been thousands
of producers, directors and
actors striving to create the
ideal or "perfect" motion
picture that would last for
centuries and be viewed as the
shining example of what the art
of film should represent. At
times, film critics have taken it
upon themselves to
singlehandedly bestow such an
h o n o r o n t h e w o r k s of
Bogdanovich, Hitchcock,
Welles, Fellini, Truffaut, and
Kubrick, but never has there
been a general agreement
among reviewers that any one
motion picture actually stands
out above all others as the best
of its medium.
The film-going public's choice
. of the greatest motion picture,
11 however, is easier to find, since
their preferences are made
known every time a person
^enters a theatre. Those

pictures with the greatest box
office receipts and attendance
records undoubtedly have some
unique drawing factor that the
public feels is ideal enough to
entice them to go and see a
particular film. Thus those
films with the highest grosses
must have the greatest number
of "perfect" features that the
public is looking for.

Qf the five all-time moneymaking movies, ("The
Godfather," "The Exorcist,"
"The Sound of Music," "Gone
with the Wind" and "Love
Story") four have been based
on best-selling novels while
every one of the quintet can
boast of a musical score that
quicklyhecame a favorite with
singers and radio listeners as
soon as it was released. The
starring roles in these movies
have gone to at least one
established performer and one
relatively unknown newcomer,
with the directorial chores

handed to men who have had
considerable experience and
success in the performing arts.
With the exception of "The
Exorcist" and "Love Story" all

'The Utopian movie

will always remain
a goal which every
conscientious and
dedicated
filmmaker will
struggle to reach.'
of the top ten grossing movies
have been set in times other
than the present and have had
large budgets to accomodate
the costs for effectively

If the public's perfect mo*de
was made in 1974 it would star
(based on box office receipts)
Barbra Streisland and Clint
Eastwood, be directed by "The
Exorcist's" William Friedkin
from a dramatic script by
Francis Ford Coppola (whose
credits include "The God
father,"
"Patton" and
"AmericanGraffiti" ) and would
be scored by 1973 three-time
Oscar winner Marvin
Hamlisch.

actress would be Katharine
Hepburn with Bette Davis as
her second in command, while
Spencer Tracy and Marlon
Brando would share male star
billing over the supporting
players, Walter Brennan and
Shelley Winters. The script
would be written jointly by
Robert Bolt and Francis Ford
Coppola u n d e r the a s t u t e
guidance of co-directors Frank
Capra and John Ford, with the
costumes designed, of course,
by Edith Head. The overall
production supervisor would be
none other than the holder of the
thirty Oscars, Walt Disney.

The Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences' ideal
film credits would somewhat
parallel the choices of the
public, however, their
selections would be based on
actual Oscar wins and
nomination totals and would
include deceased as well as
living film experts. The leading

No matter who makes the list
of the "perfect" cast and crew
of a film, and no matter how
close a director or an actor can
come to pleasing his entire
viewing public, there can, and
never will, be a "perfect"
motion picture. The Utopian
movie will always remain a
goal which every conscientious
and dedicated filmmaker will
struggle to reach.

recreating the times with
appropriate sets and costumes.
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want ads
LAST CHANCE TO DANCEI
Appearing Sat., May 18 — GUSTO!
from 9-12 in the Ballroom. This
versatile rock band will have you
boogying all night. (50 cents) — And
don't forget, the games room will be
open all nite free to MSC'ers with
activity cards. Sponsored by MSC
Panhellenic In conjunction with H.S.
Welcome Weekend.
A REAL BARGAIN: Two 6 70x14
tires. Less than $30 for the pair.
Used 15,000 miles. Call 236-7258 and
ask for Barrv.

Ceramic Steins
Colossal Mugs
Insulated Mugs
Mustache Mugs
Styrofoam Coolers
Beer Can Lighters
T-Shirts
Sweat Shirts
Tank Tops
Beach Towels
Wind Breakers
Bottle Flash Lights
Liquor— Wine
Beer — Ice — Munchies

"THE ROUND HOUSE"
94 LIQUORS
2511 —12th Ave. So.
Moorhead
236-9494

TOM AND JEFF of 1,000 Words
Photography will not be running an
ad this week. So have a good
summer and keep smiling.
NEED A ROOMATE? Female
needs place by MSC. Call 236-2831
after 5.
FOR SALE: 5-year-old portable
Magnavox Stereo $25. Must sell. Call
233-4645.
FOR SALE: 1973 Chev. Vega GT
14,800 miles Ph. 236-3870 (on
campus)
SUZtE: While you were at pool
side playing marbles, I was in the
governor's suite trying to forget
myself
Let's get out of
Moorhead! Kelly
NEXT FALL when you return to
school, let The Barbers in West
Acres do great things for your head.
ZIPPO be careful.
WANTED: Men or women over 21
with access to auto. We need people
throughout 5-state area to explain
public school teacher retirement
options available. FULL or PARTTIME. Will adjust work schedule to
your availability. Call (701) 293-9091
after 6 p.m. for additional
Information.

L A R G E 1
B E D R O O M
APARTMENT to sublet summer
months; partially furnished —
across street from campus — $110 a
month. Call 233-2187.
TWO MALE ROOMMATES for
summer months at 2-bedroom
apartment by Mr. Steak; airconditioned, dishwasher, laundry,
etc; call Paul or Jim 233-1718 after
5:30
FOR SALE: 90 amp., 12 volt,
Grant car battery also 60 amp
Chrysler Alternater with matching
voltage regulator — both like new.
Call 236-2403 or 236-2529
WOMAN! It's true. The Barbers in
West Acres also style womens hair.
Why? Because hair is hair. If we can
do such a great job on men's hair, we
certainly can do the same for you. So
the nekt time your hair needs cutting
call us for an appointment. Our
number is 282-6100. The Barbers.
Now we do great things for
everybodys head.
AFTER READING ALL THESE
BORING UNINTERESTING WANT
ADS, heres the worst one on the
page. On Sat. May 18 there is going
to be
great things happening.
Heres the scoop: It's the Governors
Ball. It starts at 10:00 a.m. (Sat.). It
will be located 200 yards north of the
Glyndon Speedway. John Holms
(rock'n roll) will be playing for your
pleasure. The cost is $3 per guy and
$1.50 per chick. Be there. The fun Is
abundant.
OKAY SO THE WEATHER HAS
BEEN ROTTEN THIS SPRING.
Life has been less than interesting.
Right? There's a solution to your
rained on life. It's the Governors

Ball. Where? 200 yards north of the
Glyndon Speedway (Glyndon, Mn.)
Time: 10:00 to whenever. Date: Sat.,
May 18. Who's playing: Rock 'n
Rolling Johnny Holms. Cost: men
$3. woman $1.50. Why: To get loose
and crazy beforefinals. Be there and
enjoy.

ONCE AGAIN THE CO-OP IS
MAKING AVAILABLE LARK
THEATER TICKETS for only $1.25
each. Take a break from the
doldrums of finals. Buy your tickets
this week in the Etc. Shop. Cheap
tickets! It's only one way the Co-op
saves you money.

JOBS AVAILABLE: No summer
job yet? Why not join University
Year for Action In June? Twelve
month positions open in many fields
You receive $195 a month plus a $50month stipend, plus a year of
academic credit and experience in
your major field. Contact the UYA
office at 237.8896 or come to 202 Old
Main or MSC 236-2131 for more
information.

WE NEED EACH OTHER — If
your hair is important to you... then
you are important to us. The next
time it's looking a bit shabby, call
The Barbers in West Acres. Our
number is 282-6100. The Barbers. We
do great things for your head.

WANTED: Journalism student to
serve as acting editor of the Turtle
Mountain Echo. Position available
immediately as a University Year
for Action volunteer. Position pays
$245 a month and you earn a full year
of academic credit. Apply now at 202
Old Main NDSU or call 237-8896, or
MSC 236-2131.
SIX POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
Opportunities as a University Year
for Action volunteers to serve as a
Youth Job Center Coordinator.
Duties include managingja youth job
center and coordinating activities
with schools, employment security
bureau and the National Alliance of
Businessmen. Applicants should be
either graduate or undergraduate
students with a demonstrated
interest in youth and the ability to
coordinate projects. You will
receive academic credit, $195 month living allowance and $50month stipend. Inquire at 202 Old
Main NDSU or call 237-8896 or call
237-2131 at MSC.

1974 Grads
I hope you have
better luck this
year than I have
had.

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER

Our Prices
Won't Bust
You

Beautiful 3-Bedroom

Mandy's
Quik Clean
Eirookdale
Shopping Center

ffyuvtitHettfo
Located 4 blocks from campus
Completely furnished with new furniture
and appliances, central air conditioning,
garage and storage area.

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
2 Persons

. $70.00 month/ea.

3 Persons

$55.00 month/ea.

4 Persons

$50.00 month/ea.

DIAL 236-9434

From $150.00
Beautiful Mr. and Mrs. bridal sets
. . . a brilliant perfect Keepsake
diamond engagement ring with
matching weoJ ng rings. Mastercrafted and fully guaranteed.

Special
Student
Terms
WEST ACRES
Keeps^ike

ANYTIME

l)l \VJ ( ) \ | > ( I N i l K

OPEN 9:30-9:00 week days
9:30-6:00 Saturdays

t
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events calendar

Offutt Chevrolet is just a 20 minute drive
from AAoorhead. That short drive can save
you hundreds of dollars. At Offutt you deal
with a small town dealership. There are no
high pressure salesmen to sell you
something you don't want. We can finance
any new Chevy for you and will work out
financing to fit your budget, whatever it is.
We're open until 5:30 Monday thru
Thursday, until 9 Friday night and ail day
Saturday. So come on out and get an Offutt
offer.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS: MAY 16-23,1974.
May 15-16-17
7:30 p.m. Student One Act Plays (Free Admission) — CA Auditorium
Thursday, May 16
7-9 p.m. Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool
8:15 p.m. Varsity Choir Concert — Weld Auditorium
Friday, May 17
6:30-8:30 p.m. Faculty-Staff Swimming — Nemzek Pool
May 18-19
9-5 p.m. Freshmen Welcome Activities — Comstock Union & Mall
Saturday, May 18
9-12 p.m. Dance to GUSTO, admission 50 cents — Ballroom
9-12 p.m. Games room open FREE to all MSC students and welcome
weekend guests. Games, room, Union.
1-5 p.m. Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool
6-12 a.m. Rec Center Activity: Fun Night: Free Bowling, Pool Table
Tennis — Comstock Union
8:15 p.m. Faculty Chamber Music Concert —CA Recital Hall
Sunday, May 19
10:30 a.m. Rock Mass — interdenominational — Ballroom
May 20-21-22
Final Exams
Thursday, May 23
9 a.m. Alumni Association Refreshments for Graduates — Nemzek-South

*lfoices of\
5 Desire
|X) IN EASTMANCOLOR • FOR ADULTS ONLY*

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

What you
should know
about diamonds:

Lobby
10 a.m. Rehearsal for Commencement — Nemzek Fieldhouse
2 p.m. COMMENCEMENT: Speaker-DUANE C. SCRIBNER, Special
Assistant to the Governor — Nemzek Fieldhouse.
8 p.m. Fargo-Moorhead Audubon Socity: Edward M. Brigham III, Red
Wing, Topic "Man's Relationship to Nature" — Biology 110
SPRING

Color

"Job Helps" Bail Bondsr
Municipal -District -Federal j

Need help finding a job?
Send today for helpful
guide of proven tested
methods for getting a job.
Send $3 to Shafer
Employment, Box 1944,
Fargo, N.D.

232-2505
Anywhere - Anytime
(Call24 Hours)

Spring Graduation
Parties Specials

Weld Auditorium
No Admission Charge

Every ArtCarved Dia
mond is guaranteed to
meet traditionally, high
standards for fine color.

c/4rt Carved

Hale
Jewelers
212 Broadway, Fargo
No Interest on Charges

Ken's Brookdale Liquors
BIG SAVINGS
Wine - Beer - Liquor

May 16 - 8:15 p.m.

Your Favorita Cocktails Bt Bavaragas

•
•
•
•
•

raa»-t*.»l

From the makers of Lenox China & Crystal

BOB YOUNG AGENCY INC.
302 N Univ. Dr. Fargo

Spring Concert
Varsity Choir

Diamonds that are abso
lutely "white" or color
less are very rare and
are valued accordingly.
A colorless diamond,
even if it contains slight
imperfections, is worth
more than a diamond of
average color.

OA! TARGET EVERY TIME

SENDFORNEW
BOOKLET —$3

CASSELTON, N.D. 58012 • PHONE 347-4451

ON TARGET EVERY TIME

This is your last chance to get a
great bike or a bike rack
that fits practically any car from
BIKEWAY
The Silent World
2107 - 3 Ave. N.
Fargo

282-3693

CHICKEN
PRIME WESTERN STEAK
SEA-FOOD
——
—
MEALS PREPARED TO YOUR SATISFACTION
BANQUET & MEETING ROOMS TO 1 SO
ON & OFF SALE LIQUORS

UVE ENTERTAINMENT NITELV

SUMMER JOB

TRAVEL
This is a travel opportunity in the Midwest, South or
Eastern United States calling on our established
customers and checking out packet garden seed
displays. We furnish a company car and any operating
expenses. You also receive a salary and additional
room and board allowance. This is a full time job from
June 14 through August (possibly longer, at your
discretion). Age 18 is minimum and must have good
driving record. This program has been attractive for
many years to students temporarily out of school who
would like to supplement college with actual
experience in all areas of business—accounting,
credit, sales and traffic. If interested call us for more
information and an interview. 781-8011.

NORTHRUP, KING & CO.
1500 N. E.JACKSON ST.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55413
Are you^tting the service
you are paying for?"

EVERY DAY SPECIAL

293-1044

Save on Meats

"Ycur One-Stop Meat Shop"

145th St. S.

Moorhead

h ^
If* a
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Union body
changes its
constitution
The Comstock Union
Commltte approved two
constitutional changes at its
last meeting.

Photographers
$
Check all
gStop-N-Go Stores

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

&

for In-Store
1/2 Price S p e c i a l s
during our

>:• B i r t h d a y S a l e !

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

OPEN
DAILY
I i v i i ; / » ^ \ iIDAKI
^ i > * ; I
I •){•*•'•?•%#?•%»!•!«^^^^t»!5!i#75%»!•!«»!•!«>75%*?57«•?}&I

Vanilla

\M
M

5 qt. Pail

H
ICE CREAM
$5

*1.89

1. ALL film, paper, chemicals, equipment are
provided.
2. You can earn 6 credits (2 per quarter)
3. You are paid!
4. Your press pass works like a "free" pass
at many campus events.
5. Your work gets published.
Interested? Stop by room 121 CMU. Or call
Tom Tollefson at 236-2551. We'll keep a fisheye
out for you.

7 A.M. - 1 1 P.M.

W
m

If you're beyond taking pictures of your
friends cat and would like to get into something a
bit more exciting — become an Advocate
photographer. You will be given an excellent
opportunity to combine your "creativity" with
the challenge of a newspaper. And thats only the
beginning. Check these advantages:

M\
M\
>«< I
M\

The first was the abolishment
of the recreation coordinator.
These duties will now be taken
over by the special events
coordinator.
The second change was the
establishment of a coffee house
coordinator. This move kept the
number of coordinators on the
Committee the same.
The Committee also set up a
sub-committee to look into
security for special dances in
the Union. Because there have
been few problems with
students the last few years
during t h e s e d a n c e s , t h e
Committee hopes to change the
regulation that calls for a
Moorhead City policeman to be
on duty.

Only 1 in 10
Will Find a Home

>«•: I
Ml
III
*;
» >'< 'ii'
'isi' rrv| IDOKI
>U»:"T*»T5!i»V.»!5?«»V«•!?«I
V-wUTV/IN t«7wTu!!!»T«»7wS ?•»•.
•*"*

m

M\

Morrell

¥:|

m TASTY LINKS

\M
\M
m
7j|T

69$

(12oz.)

Ml
' l i l 1* 1 ^ 1 ' / > / s i i n k i j H * '

.7*1. i7M»».7.7" U U i U IN

.7*'. >7*7. »7.Ti »? ?j|J I

I ?«:

\M PEPSI COLA

\M (Returnable
\M
4
Qts.)
|:¥:
m

99$

I>H»! «8»m«8»4*«8»**.8.4,.8.'*.8 /" OI ID OM
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Kit: Sweetheart

M

m ROLLS

Kit:
|>H*:

49$ M\
Ml
M\

M.
>Hr

COUPON

\M
|>1t»

» LETTUCE

|:¥

\M
\M
|.*K*.
]M

MH

,

ISHAMPOO
(reg. .79)

K

>JK

OC(^ M
MV

V

COUPON ll.7tt7ll7M7l.7l>?

|>u*. Breck Basic

The Humane Society ol the United States

M

>wl

|w.

\M
m

M\
m\
Ml
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M\
Jl
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?<
Ml

>«• I

ml

m

W
>u»l
:¥:|

>«•:
>«:

£«•

29$ MMl

40/^1

10,000 puppies and kittens are born every hour in
the United States. Most of them will end up
homeless, spending their lives searching for food,
dodging cars, and fighting disease. Many are put
to death by animal control officers and animal
shelter operators. All because there are just too
many.
Be a responsible pet owner.
Have your female cat or dog spayed. Have your
male cat or dog neutered.
A service of The Humane Society of the United States, Washington, D. C.

Fargo-Moorhead Humane Society, Inc.
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official bulletin

<>

Lager Beer

MONTGOMERY

IHTIJ

At
The Mill Liquor Store
1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

FINAL CLASS SCHEDULE FOR SPRING 1974
»
Listed below is the schedule for Final Class Week when courses of three or
more credits will meet at the designated times. The last regular class day
will be Friday, May 17.
Final examinations for courses of one or two credits will be given before
May 17. Evening classes will meet during Final Class Week, and
examinations may be scheduled at the last class meeting.
The final class meeting will be in the classroom normally used for the
course unless otherwise indicated by the instructor. Classes will meet for one
hour and 50 minutes.
Classeswhich regularly meet at unusual time combinations may conflict
with other courses during Final Class Week. Instructors of such courses
should determine if any students have such conflicts and contact the
Registrar if schedule adjustments are needed.
Normal

Breunigs

810 Main Ave., Moorhead

Our Prices
Won't Bust
You

All your Tire, Auto,
and Battery needs.

Mandy's
Quik Clean

IMMEDIATE
INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
CALL 233-2443 FOR APPOINTMENT

Brookdale
Shopping Center

Class Time

10 o'clock
1 o'clock
4 o'clock
Open

Monday, May
Monday, May
Monday, May
Monday, May

8 o'clock
11 o'clock
2 o'clock
Open

Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,

9 o'clock
12 o'clock
3 o'clock

Wednesday, May 22
Wednesday, May 22
Wednesday, May 22

May
May
May
May

20
20
20
20

9 a.m.
12 noon
3 p.m.
6:30 p.m

21
21
21
21

9 a.m.
12 noon
3 p.m.
6:30 p.m

Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
Sit First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World
Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

*

COLLEGE MEN

Complete Stock of $598 LP's
AT *3.99

SUMMER WORK

FOR THE LATEST RELEASES

$125.00-$200.00 Per Week

AND FARGO'S LARGEST SE LECTION
SHOP

Apply Mr. Jacobson, Room 218 Student Union

Broadway Music
119 Broadway

Friday, May 17 at 1, 2, 3, 4 o'clock.

293-9555

PLEASE BE ON TIME.

Sat. 9:30 to 5:30

A,

No Entertainment
No-Dancing Girls
No Cover Charge
No Tipping
Just Great Food I

BONANZA

mmrn
2515' S. University Drive

40* Off Reg. Price
SUNDAY ONLY
• Sirloin
• T-Bone

Bring your MSC
I.D. for this specials
(No coupon).

. -
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sports
money blocks Utopia for coaches at Nemzek
On the positive side, Thomas
believes the swimming and
gymnastic facilities are good.
Basketball coach Dennis
Anderson and wrestling coach
Bill Garland have no
complaints
about available
equipment and facilities for
Athletic Director Ross their respective sports.
Fortier would like to see 150 full
All four of the men would like
scholarships at the college.
"But you're talking about a to have additional coaching
million dollar budget." he says. help. Fortier is quick to say that
major colleges have a nonBill Thomas, chairman of the teaching coaching staff of 12
physical education dept., would people plus two or more for
like to have more money scouting and recruiting.
available also but he realizes it
would be impossible with a " I t ' s a n o t h e r w o r l d
completely that basically
declining enrollment.
"Within the bounds of comes down to money." says
reason," said Thomas," some Fortier.
improvements could be made
but I have no major complaint." Thomas says that when MSC
was growing, they looked
Thomas mentions facilities at forward to having coaches who
the fieldhouse do get tight at would not teach, at least during
times and he would like to have their season, but that is out of
an all-weather track, an the question now.
improvement that Fortier
Garland and Anderson give
would also like to see made,
plus resurfacing of the tennis the student coaches credit in the
jobs they have done to take up
courts.

Money heads the list of
obstacles that must be hurdled
if Moorhead State College is to
turn Alex Nemzek Fieldhouse
into the shangri-la of the
Northern Intercollegiate
Conference.

MS athletes up,
down in 73-74
During the 1973-74 Athletic
Season at Moorhead State there
were many high and low points.
Hie bright spots and the dim
^are state, sport by sport, for
both women andmen below.
FALL
Football — Led by Northern
Intercollegiate Conference
(NIC) Most Valuable Player
George Spanish (sr-Hibbing)
the Dragons finished on top of
the loop with a 6-1 record. The
gridders finished the season 7-3,
including a 23-20 last-second
loss to cross-town r i v a l
Concordia.
Cross Country — Mike
Francis (jr- Austine) and John
Tiemann (so-St. Paul) paced
the Dragons to a second-place
finish in the NIC Meet. Tiemann
won the NIC individual title
while Francis won the NAIA
District 13 individual title. St.
Cloud edged MSC by one point
for the championship.
Field Hockey — Sharon
Gerlach (sr-Long Prairie)
proved to be the mainstay on
this women's varsity team,
which finished 3-2-1 for the
season. Coach Margy Shaffer
and four players were selected
to go to the regionals in
Deerfield, IL.
Volleyball — With an over all
record of 4-5 and a 1-1 log m the

Minn-Kota Tournament, the
women's volleyball team had a
relatively good season. Carol
Howe (jr-Crosby) was the
team's outstanding player.
Golf — Team leader Margo
Schaeffer (sr-Melrose) placed
either first or second in all three
matches for the women. Deb
Saxe (fr-Harmony) placed first
in the Minn-Kota Tournament.
Tennis — The women only
had one major match this past
fall, the Minn-Kota
Tournament. Eileen Kuppich
(sr-Fargo) won the singles title
in that meet. Barb Staubus (jrWorthington) was the
outstanding tennis player this
year.
WINTER
Gymnastics — Vaulting and
the balance beam were
women's g y m n a s t s s t r o n g
points this past season. Cathy
Fortin (fr-Moorhead) and Vicki
Stone (so- St. Frances)
competed in those two events
for the Dragonettes.. Fortin
gained team points in vaulting
while Stone made her
contribution on the balance
beam.
Basketball (women) —
Finishing the regular season
with a dismal 2-6 record, MSC
concluded its season by winning
the consolation championship at
the state tournament. Eileen
Kuppich (sr-Fargo) .led the
team in scoring.
^ stnf
...Continued on Page 14

the slack. Their regret is that
they don't have enough funds to
pay all the help.
In regard to teaching and
coaching, most of the coaches
say classes interfere with
recruiting more than their
eoachine duties.
Thomas says MSC is in an
extremely fortunate situation
with men and women in
athletics. At a time when there
is pressure in such relationships
the athletic-department at the
college feels there is mutual
respect between the two
parties.

Fortier sees some that may
Are there changes that have
added to or detracted from the not be willing to pay the price
perfection of t h e student but it is hard to say the athlete is
changing. Putting athletes on a
athlete?
pedestal is wrong, they're
Garland feels coaches have human, and Fortier feels they
begun to share ideas with each shouldn't be thought of as
other and this has aided in something special.
developing technical aspects of
According to Fortier, athletes
athletics.
may not have changed as much
Fortier and Garland both as the public. People have just
agree that diversions for become more realistic in
athletes, outside interests, may respect to athletes.
have brought about a certain
lack of dedication. Athletics is
no longer their whole life as
may once have been the case.

few Moorhead State teams have reached
near perfection, hopes high for future
By Mary Ann Young
On their own level, Moorhead
State athletics has almost
reached its own kind of Utopia.
Even with the lack of financial
aids, Moorhead has still been
able to reach the national level
in athletic competition. This is
what several of the MSC
coaches see as the Utopia MSC
athletics can reach.
Cited as the teams who are
considered near the Utopian
level in the last decade are the
1964 Wrestling Squad, the 1971
Football Team, the 1970-71
Basketball Team, and the
present MSC Track Squad.
These teams all reached near
national levels or had
individuals who were rated on a
national level.
"I would say we were about 80
per cent Utopia," stated the 1964
wrestling coach Bill Garland.
"We took seven men to
Nationals and six placed. In
national competition, there is
more quality than quantity. A
complete Utopia would consist
of taking ten wrestlers and all
ten placing."
The wrestling squad that year
took the NAIA small college
title and tied with the U.S.
Naval Academy for ninth for
the NCAA-University Division
title. In the 1964 dual meets the
held a 10-0-0 record and out
scored their opponents, 249-62.
In the NAIA competition, MSC
grapplers took three firsts and
one runner-up.
When the 1971 Football Team,
> opened their season it didn't
look promising. They lost to
Concordia College, 28-7. From
that point on it seemed to
improve and the Dragons ended
t h e i r season 6-0 i n t h e
conference and had the NIC
championship under their belts.

This team is especially noted
because of its good balance,
both offensively and
defensively. Six men that year
were named to the AllConference Squad in addition to
Coach Ross Fortier's
appointment as Coach of the
Year.

Compare us with m a j o r
university and we're not up to
that class."
The financial aspect again
enters into the Utopia of another
athletic team. "Any Utopia
depends on money," said
Massanz. "I think we've done
well with what we've had." The
lack of financial aid for athletes
makes it hard for MSC to
convince athletes to attend
Moorhead.

Another near-utopian team
was the1970-71 basketball team,
coached by present NDSU
coach Marv S k a a r . T h a t
Dragon squad, holding a 24-2
The track team, though, does
seasonal record, were victors
over six conference champions. h a v e s e v e r a l outstanding
t r a c k m e n who a r e r a t e d
A record was set that year a nationally in their event. John
15-game winning streak. The Tiemann (so-St. Paul) is rated
team ended with an 11-1 in the NAIA in the mile with a
conference record beating 4:10.5 time and Bob Jappe (jrConcordia, NDSU and UND. - Amiret) in the outdoor 120 high
The team finally ended fourth in hurdles. Mike Francis (jrthe NAIA small college poll and Austin) is rated in the NAIA top
12th in Associated Press college ten in the six mile, the three
mile and the steeple race.
division poll.
Finally, there is the present
track team. Coach Ron Masanz,
though does not see it as a
Utopian team, "We don't have
any Utopia because in our level,
league and area we're okay.

Utopia, as the Moorhead
coaches view it has not been
reached by any athletic team in
the recent MSC history but
there is hope, that someday that
team may emerge at Moorhead
State College.

Sports Writers!
We're Forming a Team For Next Year!
If writing sports excites you as much as
watching them — know about this fine
opportunity. The Advocate Sports department is
now accepting applications for writers for next
fall. The |ob of sports writing is both challenging
and rewarding. Here are just a few of the
"rewards" you may receive:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Free admission to all MSC sporting events.
You'll gain some good solid experience.
You may earn up to 6 credits (2 per quarter).
You may even be paid.

Interested? If so, then lace up your Adidas and
hustle on over. We are in Room 121 CMU. Or call
Bruce Hanson at 236-2551.
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feminine Utopia is
fairer time—share
of Nemzek facilities
By Zoe Ames

The Moorhead State College
Women's Physical Education
Department is allotted $8
thousand to work with and to
support nine competitive
sports. The men's physical
education department is
allotted $32,400 to work with and
to support nine competitive
sports. How can women gain
equal funding as men do in their
physical education programs?
The facilities in Nemzek
Fieldhouse are the first priority
of the men's department. The
women have use of the weight
room only when the men are not
using it. How can women gain
equal facilities as the men?
Judy Bowers, women's
basketball and softball coach,
comments onthe Utopian
physical education situation for
women at MSC.
More money is needed for a
Utopian situation according to
Bowers, "I feel we need more
money to work with. Most
women are at the point right
now to consider national
competition. That requires
more money. We have never in
the past budgeted for national
competition because we didn't
have any qualifiers. We now
have a girl in track that has
qualified for national
competition."

a well developed national
competitive program so they
need more money to work with.
We need more money but not
the same as the men's physical
education department is
allotted."
Bowers feels that the use of
facilities is much more urgent
and important than reaching
Utopia. "This is a different
story. We have a lot of
difficulties with the facilities in
Nemzek. The girls need the
facilities as much as the men
do. I am not so sure that it is
right for the men to get the
priority of the facilities
constantly." Bowers continues,
"I don't like the idea of people
sitting back and saying you
don't need it because you're
girls, or you need it because
you're guys."
According to Bowers if the
women's physical education
department is to reach a
Utopian situation another
fieldhouse will have to be built.
That would be financially
impossible for MSC to do.

Realistically Bowers sees
rescheduling as the answer, "A
lot of schools go about
scheduling their programs on
rotation. The rotation program
requires using the facilities at
night. This is really hard for
competitive sports because by
B e c a u s e t h e r e w e r e practice time team members
insufficient funds this year the would be exhausted."
women's varsity softball team
The facilities at MSC for
was unable to mpke an
appearance at the Minnesota physical education are probably
State Softball Tourney. But the best for its size in the state,
Bowers adds, "We don't need believes Bowers. The problem
equal money as men. They have is determining priorities

year's roundup

between team use and student
use of Nemzek.

Photo by Bruce Crummy
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rec news

Bowers feels that women's
sports are going towards a
Utopian direction but is hesitant
to predict the ideal situation for
women's sports at MSC.
"Everyone is uncertain at this
time. It's like standing at the
bottom of a hill and trying to see
v/hat the summit looks like."
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(con't. from P. 14)

Basketball (Men) —
Lackluster is the word to
describe the Dragon Basketball
Team. Compiling a seasonal
mark of 12-14, MSC discovered a
true standout in Jim Bowen (jrYork SC) who was chosen AllNIC and F-M Area Player of the
Year.

Saturday, May 17-18, at Nemzek
Field. Expected to pace the
Dragons are Bob Jappe (jrAmiret), John Marsh (srRichfield) and Mike Francis.
The Dragons' 29-meet win
streak was broken by South
Dakota State during the outdoor
season.

W r e s t l i n g — L y 1^
Freudenberg (sr-Parkers
Prairie) accumulated a
fantastic 17-1 dual-meet wonloss record. He captured the
157-pound NIC Championship as
the team finished fifth.
Indoor Track — A fifthstraight NIC Invitational
victory highlighted the
Dragon's indoor season. The
streak of 29 straight track
victories was kept intact during
this time. Ken Scarbrough (jrThorndike, ME), Dan
Woodbury (sr-White Bear
Lake) and John Tiemann were
the leaders indoors.

Tennis — Led by Sam
Schroyer (sr-Pipestone), who
paced the squad to a 8-5 dual
match record, the MS Tennis
Squad travels to Winona for the
NIC Championships, May 15-17.
Schroyer and Tony Mertes (soBreckinridge) held the number
one pair matchings.
Baseball — Even with a
disappointing 5-16 final record,
the Baseball Team had several
outstanding individuals.
Leading the way in the hitting
department was Jim Anderson
(fr-Moorhead) with Southwest
State transfer Kevin Nelson (jrOkabena) pacing the pitching
corps.

SPRING
Outdoor Track (Men) —
Moorhead State Will be after its
third straight NIC Outdoor
Championship
Friday-

Competition between men and women in athletics takes on new and better
dimensions.

May 23-24 at Keller Golf Course
in the Twin Cities. MSC will
make a strong bid for the
conference title, paced by
outstanding individuals Jim
Dubow (jr-Little Falls) and
Grady Anderson (jrAlexandria).
Badminton — Val Nelson (srKent) was the outstanding
women's badminton player this
past year. The team competed
in both doubles and singles
competition on an
intercollegiate level.
i

The over all men's bowling champs for Spring 1974 were tne vets.
(Dick Sauer, Les Bakke,Bernie Rynolds and Roy Lende).
Jumping off to an early lead Abe's Bar and Grill Abe (BoBo)
Abraham, Lee Busse, Becky Vickery and Marlene (Gunner)
Gonsorowski were over powered in the final game of the co-ed
championship finals by the Phi Pi's (Jane Linstrom, Mike Brown,
Ken Krekelberg and Becky Lysaker).

Track (Women) — In the
Fun Night, Sat., May 18, free bowling and pool from 6-12 p.m. in
recently held Minn-Kota
Outdoor Track Meet, the the Rec Center.
Dragonettes finished second to
Bemidji State in the 7-team
field. Helen Brubakken (jr-St.
Paul) gathered a first in the
mile, second in the 880 and was
a member of the second-place
mile relay team.
Although troubled with bad weather the IM programming will conclude

Softball — Deb Saxe was the
leading softball player, pacing
Golf — Placing sixth in the her team to a 2-3 ledger for the
District 13 NAIA Tournament season. This season was
last weekend, the golf team plagued by poor weather
looks to the conference meet, conditions.

intram urals

this week. It has come time to recognize the outstanding job of programming
that has been done this year.

#

Under the leadershipof Bob Brommeand Doug Lueders the IM program at
MSC was a great success this year.
Next fall the IM program has touch football, golf, tennis and many other
events scheduled.

BUY A SANYO FT867 CAR STEREO,
AND GET PAID $20
TO HAVE IT INSTALLED*

SANYO, one of the world's largest manufacturers of stereo products,
will pay you $20 to help cover installation costs when you buy this topof-the-line car stereo model.
After you have purchased your stereo, simply follow the procedures
described in the special self-mailing Owner's Certificate available
from your dealer. No matter where you have the stereo installed, or
even if you install it yourself, Sanyo will send you a personal check,
and you decide how to spend it!
F*H^1EST

IN-DASH 8 TRACK
&AM/FM STEREO

Superb 2/4 Channel 8 Track Player and
AM/FM/FM Stereo Radio. Super compact chassis,
mounts in-dash in almost every car. Features include
adjustable shafts, fast forward, 4-channel speaker matrix,
FM mono/stereo switch.
*Offer applies only to FT867 models
purchased on or before June 15,1974. Void where prohibited.

Stereofcind
Concept 208, Fargo • Brookdale, Moorhead
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